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I t seems that wisdom - just like beauty - frequently
resides in the eye of the beholder. Even when it

comes to the Liberal Party leadership. What was wise
in, say, 1983 can be forgotten a quarter of a century later.

In 1983 John Howard told journalist Paul Kelly about
how he learnt that Bob Hawke had replaced Bill
Hayden as Labor leader on the eve of the March 1983
Federal election.  At around 12.20 pm on Thursday 3
February 1983, Prime Minister Malcolm Fraser
arrived unannounced at Government House and
requested that Governor-General Sir Ninian Stephens
approve a double dissolution election to be held on 5
March 1983. As it turned out, Stephens sought
additional information and, consequently, formal
approval to dissolve both houses of Parliament was
not granted until nearly five hours later.  In the
meantime, Hawke replaced Hayden as Opposition
leader.  Hayden announced his resignation to the ALP
Executive, which was meeting in Brisbane, at 12.40
pm - and informed the media at a press conference
around 1.25 pm.  News that Hawke was Labor’s new
leader got out at around 1.30 pm but Fraser was not
able to announce the election until 5 pm.

Around midday at the time of these historic events,
Howard was driving his wife Janette and young family
in the vicinity of the Myall Lakes - near the New
South Wales coast, north of Newcastle.  The (then)
Treasurer was on leave but discussion in the car
turned on the political situation in Canberra and on
the expectation that Fraser would call an early
election in order to take on the ALP while Hayden -
who had already been (unsuccessfully) challenged by
Hawke - still remained leader.  Howard later reported
that Janette had said to him at the time: “Are you sure
they won’t switch leaders on you?”  Howard
responded that this was unlikely. Soon after they
turned on the car radio and heard that Fraser had
visited Stephens and that Hawke would lead Labor to
the next election.  Howard later recalled that he

immediately knew that his days as Treasurer were
numbered. Not only had the Opposition replaced
Hayden with the extremely popular Hawke. But
Fraser had lost what benefit there might have been in
surprising Labor by calling an early election - the
normal time for going to the polls would have been
around October 1983.

And so it came to pass that Hawke Labor
comprehensively defeated the Coalition at the March
1993 election. The ALP polled 53.2 per cent of the
total vote after the distribution of preferences - a
Labor record.  Howard was devastated by the result.
However, both in public and private, he registered
pride in his wife’s evident wisdom and political
acumen - in that she had anticipated Labor’s winning
leadership change strategy to overturn some seven
years of Coalition government.

HOWARD’S FATAL MISCALCULATION
Around a quarter of a century later, Howard led the
Liberal Party to a devastating defeat - with Labor
attaining 52.7 per cent of the total vote after the
distribution of preferences. This was the ALP’s second
highest vote ever - only exceeded by Hawke’s victory
in 1983. Howard lost not only the prime ministership
but also his marginal seat of Bennelong in suburban
Sydney. The Liberal-National Party Coalition’s defeat,
along with Howard’s personal loss, tarnished the
record of Australia’s second longest serving prime
minister and the government which he led.  

Robert Menzies was United Australia Party prime
minister for two and a third years (between mid 1939
and mid 1941) and Liberal Party prime minister for 16
years and one month (between December 1949 and
January 1966).  Howard served around eleven and
three quarter years in Australia’s top political job.
Hawke’s eight and three quarter years makes him
Australia’s third longest serving prime minister.

Menzies stepped down on Australia Day 1966 at age
71. Howard hinted at a forthcoming resignation on
several occasions during his prime ministership but
never made an unequivocal decision to retire. It
turned out that his fatal miscalculation - along with
that of his key backers and advisers, including
Janette Howard - was to fail to anticipate that Labor
would change leaders.  On 4 December 2006 the
Labor Caucus voted, by 49 to 39, to replace Kim
Beazley with the 49 year old Kevin Rudd.  Despite
being behind in the polls throughout most of 2006,
Howard always believed that he could defeat a
Beazley-led ALP in 2007 - as he had done in 1998 and
again in 2001.  Howard did not anticipate that he
would have to contest a Labor Party led by Rudd - or
that Rudd would prove to be so popular as Opposition
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leader.  Also Howard failed to anticipate that, by late
2007, the electorate might have grown tired of a 68
year old prime minister who had already served four
terms.

By the time Labor replaced Beazley and Jenny Macklin
with Rudd and Julia Gillard, Howard’s fate was sealed.
He was never likely to be willing to appear a coward by
running before a Rudd Labor assault - and his
parliamentary colleagues had never had the wisdom
nor the courage to insist on a leadership handover
before Labor exercised the option of changing leaders.
Howard was one of Australia’s most able leaders. Yet,
like so many of his predecessors, he failed to leave
politics at the time of his choosing or to negotiate a
successful hand-over which would be of long-term
benefit to the party which he led.

LEADERSHIP DEAL - OR NO DEAL?
Negotiations about Howard’s political longevity
commenced even before he resumed the Liberal
Party leadership in January 1995. Alexander Downer
had replaced John Hewson as Opposition leader in
May 1994 and Costello took over from Michael
Wooldridge as Liberal deputy leader.  Downer’s
leadership soon faltered and, towards the end of the
year, discussions took place as to who might succeed
him.  Howard, who had led the Liberals from
September 1985 to May 1989, wanted another shot at
the job. But Costello, who turned 37 in August 1994,
was also a possible contender.  

What Costello had going against him was his relative
youth.  If elected in early 1996, he would have
become the second youngest prime minister in
Australian history - only behind Labor’s John Watson,
who was 37 when he became prime minister in April
1904. Also, it was not clear that Costello had the
numbers to defeat Howard.  In the event, Costello
decided not to run for the Liberal leadership and to
remain deputy when Downer stepped down in favour
of Howard on 30 January 1995.

The conversations which took place in December
1994 and January 1995 were to hang over the entire
Howard Government - from the time of its election
victory in March 1996 until its defeat on 24
November 2007 - even though they remained a
relative secret for almost a decade. There were
numerous discussions in December 1994/January
1995 but one has assumed considerable significance.
Liberal MP Ian McLachlan was involved in arranging
a meeting between Howard and Costello at the
latter’s office in Canberra on Monday 5 December
1994.  They were the only three people in the room.
Some days after the meeting, McLachlan wrote a
note of his understanding as to what had been agreed
to between the two men. It read as follows:

Meeting Monday Dec 1994 

Undertaking given by J.H. at a meeting late
p.m. in P.C.’s room that if A.D. resigned and
Howard became P.M. then 11/2 terms would
be enough and he would hand over to P.C.

IMcL.

In a statement dated 10 July 2006, following the
leaking of this note to journalist Glenn Milne,
McLachlan wrote:

There was no doubt in my mind Peter
Costello would have contested the
leadership had the above arrangements
not been in place. He was after all the
Deputy Leader at the time.

In an interview conducted on 15 April 2008, I asked
Howard about his version of the December 1994
meeting. He replied:

I have a very clear recollection. I certainly
said to Peter that if I were elected - I could
easily have said one-term, two-terms, one-
and-a-half terms. I certainly would have
given a clear indication to him that, if I
became prime minister, I wasn’t going to
stay forever and that he would have a
reasonable expectation. But what I
rejected completely was that it was a sort
of done deal. Because, at the time that
that discussion took place, the question of
whether Peter was going to run himself
was still quite inconclusive and weeks
were to go by before Peter, finally,
indicated he was not going to run.

So Howard does not deny that he may have told
Costello and McLachlan that he would be happy
serving one-and-a-half terms, around four and a half
years, as prime minister.  But he does deny that there
was any done deal and maintains that, if there had
been, he would have been constantly reminded of it.
As the former Prime Minister put it to me:

That discussion took place in December of
1994. And we were to have - I’ve got notes
of this - we were to have subsequent
discussions. And as late as early-to-mid-
January, Peter was still reserving the right
to run. Which was his perfect right. If we’d
made a deal, how is it that weeks later he
was still reserving the right?  Ian was only
involved in one discussion.

Interviewed for John Winston Howard: The Biography,
Janette Howard told authors Wayne Errington and
Peter van Onselen that the December 1994
discussion did not amount to much in terms of future
commitments:
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You talk about a whole lot of things when
you’re trying to convince people to do
things. But you don’t go back and honour
every single one of those unless you have
made a firm commitment about it and John
wasn’t into making firm commitments.

WHEN HE TURNED 64
Howard maintains that Costello did not mention the
one-and-a-half terms issue when, in 2003, he raised
the leadership with him directly for the first time
during Howard’s prime ministership.  Nevertheless
the fact remains that it was Howard who first
introduced the issue of his political longevity - in
private in early December 1994 when he was aged 55.
He was also the first senior member of the Liberal
Party to raise the matter in public - when interviewed
by journalist Philip Clark on the ABC 702 Morning
Show on his 61st birthday. On 26 July 2000, which just
happened to be one-and-a-half terms into his
government, Howard was asked a vague question
about his work intentions well into the future.  He
replied that this was a “fair question” and that he
would be “very frank in answering it”.  The Prime
Minister repeated an earlier assurance that if the
Liberal Party wished him to lead it to another election
he would be happy to do so.  After that, he reflected,
it would be his “63rd or 64th year” and then the
question would arise about whether that would be
“fair enough” since “nothing is forever”.

At the time some commentators, myself included,
formed the view that Howard had been simply
musing in public about his future and that his
comments were not premeditated.  However, it was
subsequently revealed that long-term Howard
confidant Grahame Morris told Errington and van
Onselen that he had advised Howard to use this line
as a means of killing-off any leadership speculation
before the 2001 election. So, Howard’s comment to
Clark was premeditated. In any event, Costello and
McLachlan would have had reason to believe that
Howard was extending his one-and-a-half term
promise by a term and both might have accepted
such a new arrangement.  Howard was to turn 64 on
26 July 2003 - around eighteen months before the
election which was scheduled for late 2004.

Howard’s interview with Clark was not the only hint
he dropped at the time suggesting that, if he won the
2001 election, he would retire before the following
poll.  On 13 October 2001 The Weekend Australian
published an article on Howard by journalist Paul
Kelly in which the Prime Minister criticised Labor’s
failure to manage a hand-over from Hawke to Keating
in December 1991 and praised the way in which
Menzies had stood down in favour of Harold Holt in
January 1966.  Howard told Kelly:

I think the way Hawke and Keating ended
up was just so undignified. It was terrible.
I don’t think it served their party well and I
don’t think it served the country well.

In the same interview Howard acknowledged: “If I go
Peter Costello will become the leader; I accept that.”
Certainly Kelly interpreted Howard’s comments as
sending out a clear message about his leadership
intentions.  He wrote that Howard’s reference to
Menzies was “a significant comment since Menzies
retired undefeated but Hawke stayed in office to fight
and lose a challenge from his deputy and treasurer
Keating”. Certainly Howard convinced Kelly that he
believed in an orderly Liberal Party leadership
succession. Others were not so sure.

The Coalition was returned with an increased
majority at the election on 10 November 2001.  In
2003, half way through the Coalition’s third term,
Costello fronted Howard and told him that he should
step down as prime minister. The unpopular Simon
Crean was Opposition leader at the time but Costello
was of the view that the ALP would change leaders
before the next election and that he was best
equipped to lead the Coalition in the campaign.
Interviewed on 19 March 2008, Costello recalled the
events of the time:

Gerard Henderson: You thought that John
Howard should have stepped down before
the 2004 election. You thought that he
should step down on his 64th birthday.

Peter Costello: He said he was going to
consider his position on his 64th birthday,
which was July of 2003. I thought that it was
a very sensible thing to do. And July 2003,
of course, would have been eighteen
months before the 2004 election. My view
always was you have to give a new leader
eighteen months - maybe  twelve months
but preferably eighteen months. So in 
the lead up to the birthday - when the
speculation was reaching feverish pitch -
we had a discussion then. I said to him then,
I thought he should pass on the leadership.
I gave the reasons….And I said to him that I
thought Labor probably would get its house
in order - you couldn’t guarantee that he
would be running for election against Crean
and it was time for the Party to renew itself.
We had a number of conversations around
that time. Well as it turned out, you know, he
said he wasn’t going and he entered the
formula that he put down for a long time
which was: “I will stay as long as it’s in the
interests of my Party and my Party wants
me to stay.” So that became the mantra for a
very long time.



One of the problems with the mantra was that it
implied that Howard intended to stay leader until his
colleagues suggested that it was in the interests of
the Party that he should retire.  This was not
consistent with the view that he had expressed to
Kelly in 2001 that the leadership handover should be
dignified.

For his part, Howard maintains that when the
leadership was discussed in 2003 Costello did not
refer to the meeting of December 1994 or make any
allegation that Howard had broken a promise to hand
over to him after one-and-a-half terms.

On Tuesday 3 June 2003 Howard told the Liberal
Party room that he would stay on in the job and
contest the 2004 election as prime minister. At a press
conference around midday, shortly after the Party
meeting had concluded, Costello fronted a media
conference at Parliament House. He advised
assembled journalists that he would continue to
serve the Party as Deputy Leader and Treasurer.
Asked by Matt Price if he was disappointed, Costello
responded: “Well, it wasn’t my happiest day. Put it
that way, Matt.” Asked by Michelle Grattan whether
he could ever rule out, under any circumstances,
challenging the Prime Minister for his position,
Costello responded that someone with his track
record of loyalty to the Party that he had shown
“doesn’t have to answer questions like that”. This was
a deliberate re-working of the comment which
Howard had made concerning the then Liberal Party
leader Andrew Peacock following the December 1984
election. Howard replaced Peacock as Liberal leader
the following September.

“YES, I MADE NO FINAL DECISION”
Mark Latham took over from Simon Crean as
Opposition leader on 2 December 2003.  Howard
comprehensively defeated the erratic Latham at the 9
October 2004 election. The return of the Howard
Government did not resolve the leadership issue.  In
October 2004 Howard was 65 - by the time of the 2007
poll he would be 68.  During our interview Howard
told me that, shortly after the 2004 election, he
reached the view that he would retire “sometime
during this term”.  He recalls “having discussions
with people” on this issue - adding, ironically: “I don’t
talk about discussions with my family anymore”. He
added: “But in all of these things, you know what
politics is like, you always keep your options open.”

And that was the problem.  Howard did consider the
possibility of retiring before the 2007 election. It’s just
that he did not make a final decision to do so.
Consequently, he did not keep Costello in the loop
about his intentions.  And the Treasurer and his
supporters grew increasingly frustrated.  This

frustration was evident in the number of leaks from
some Costello supporters about the leadership issue.

Frustration increased shortly after the election,
following what became termed the “Athens
Declaration”. On 30 April 2005 the Daily Telegraph
ran a Page One story headed: “I’ll Beat Kim Again -
Howard’s vow for fifth term” while The Australian
headed its article: “PM: I won’t make way for
Costello.”  Journalists Malcolm Farr and Steve Lewis
interviewed Howard in Athens shortly before he
returned to Australia.  Asked whether he could beat
(then) Labor leader Beazley at the next election, the
Prime Minister replied: “Yes, I hope so. I’ll try.” He
was also reported as saying: “I’m not about to find
another job. I’m not planning on going anywhere.”

In view of the leadership’s tensions, Howard’s
comments were indiscreet at best, self-indulgent at
worst.  Howard realised that offence might be caused
and Costello was contacted before the story appeared
in the press.  But unnecessary provocation had
occurred.  Yet, even today, Howard does not fully
understand the reasons for Costello’s frustrations - as
the following segment of our interview indicates:

Gerard Henderson: You’ve described the
“Athens Declaration” incident as ridiculous.

John Howard: Well it was ridiculous
because it wasn’t - as represented by
Lewis and Farr and co. - some declaration
of my intention to stay. I was asked
whether I thought I could beat Beazley
again. The answer to that was yes I could.
That didn’t mean that I had made up my
mind to stay…. What other answer could I
have given?  “Oh no, no, I can’t beat him
again”?  I mean, ridiculous. And I did
indicate to Peter before any of this story
[was published]. I rang him and told him
that the conversation had taken place and
he shouldn’t read anything into it. It didn’t
mean that I’d made up my mind to stay.

GH: How did he accept that?

JH: Well I’m not sure that he did. But you’d
have to ask him whether he accepted it or
not.

Well, he didn’t. So it should have come as no surprise
to Howard when tension erupted again - just over a
year after the so-called Athens Declaration. In the
first half of 2006 there was gossip about whether
there had been some kind of leadership
understanding between the Liberal Party leader and
deputy leader which had been dishonoured.  Costello
was asked by Farr and Samantha Maiden about this
while on a visit to the Solomon Islands.  His answer
was newsworthy on account of its ambiguity.

12
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Maiden’s story in The Australian on 6 July 2006 was
headed: “Costello coy over PM pact.”  Costello’s
response as to whether he had had an understanding
with Howard about the leadership, as reported by
Maiden, was as follows:

Look, these things have worked in the
interests of the Australian people and the
Liberal Party and the people concerned
and there’s no point speculating on it.

For his part, Howard told the media on 6 July 2006:
“There’s no deal”.

BLACK TIES AND DOLLAR SWEETS
In early November 2005 I received an invitation from
Melbourne businessman Michael Kroger to attend a
black-tie dinner “to commemorate the 20th
Anniversary of the judgement in the case of Dollar
Sweets Pty Ltd v Federated Confectioners of Australia”.
The guest of honour was Fred Stauder and “The Hon
Peter Costello MP, Federal Treasurer, will propose
the toast”.  Invitations were limited to 30 but the
actual turn-out at The Australian Club in Melbourne
was more than double that.  Most of those attending
had been involved, since the early 1980s, in the
campaign to reform Australia’s centralised and highly
regulated industrial relations system.

The invitation was accompanied by a photo of Kroger
(then a solicitor) and Costello (then a barrister) outside
the Victorian Supreme Court during the Dollar Sweets
Case in December 1985.  This was an historic case in
which confectioner Stauder (who died on 23 July 2006)
stood up to the left-wing militant Federated
Confectioners’ Association which had engaged in an
unlawful and violent picket of Stauder’s Dollar Sweets
factory in Melbourne - and won a case at common law.
At the commemorative dinner, Costello was at his witty
best.  Later, in an obituary on Stauder published in the
Sydney Morning Herald, he recalled that this was a
“wonderfully happy evening”. And so it was. 

It was also the occasion on which News Limited
columnist Glenn Milne, who was one of the guests -
even though he had no record as a long-time
advocate of industrial relations reform - become
aware of McLachlan’s note concerning the December
1994 meeting. McLachlan (who left politics in 1998)
was also a guest at the function - along with Liberal
parliamentarians David Hawker, Rod Kemp,
Christopher Pyne, Andrew Robb and Santo Santoro.

It turned out that McLachlan had been carrying this
December 1994 note in his wallet for over a decade -
and showing it, on occasions, to friends and
associates.  Robb maintains that he had seen the
document on at least five occasions before the story
broke. Someone at the dinner briefed Milne on the
December 1994 meeting and the existence of the

note.  Interviewed on the ABC TV Lateline program
on 11 July 2006, Milne explained that he had had a
conversation with a person after the dinner who was
“adamant that a deal had been done on the
succession” but also advised Milne that his
comments were off the record.  Around six months
later, that person subsequently gave Milne
permission to run the story provided there was no
attribution to the source.  Milne said that when he
approached McLachlan in July for confirmation of his
story, he received a “no comment” response - but that
McLachlan subsequently phoned back and
confirmed the story.  

On 9 July 2006 The Sunday Telegraph led with a Page
One lead “PM Broke His Secret Deal.”  McLachlan
made a brief statement to Milne: “The essence of
what you have described to me about what happened
in that [December 1994] meeting is accurate.  I have
told certain people about that meeting and that has
been relayed to you.”  Costello declined to comment.

SHOW-DOWN ON PHILLIP STREET
On Monday 10 July 2006 Howard denied that there
had been any deal made in December 1994 with
Costello. He declared: “There were lots of discussions
at that time, including one at which Mr McLachlan was
present, that did not involve a conclusion of a deal.
Perhaps the best evidence of that is that discussions
about the leadership of the Liberal Party went on for
weeks and weeks after that particular discussion took
place in December of 1994.”

Later that day Costello opened a media conference in
Melbourne with the following comment:

Well there’s been a lot in the papers the
last couple of days and I’ve never spoken
about these events before, but, since
others have, the public is entitled to know
the full truth. What happened was that Mr
McLachlan and Mr Howard sought a
meeting with me. The meeting took place
on the 5 December 1994. There were only
three of us there. Mr Howard asked me not
to nominate for the Liberal Party
leadership because he did not want a vote
in the party room. He told me that he
intended to do one-and-a-half terms as
prime minister and then would hand over.
I did not seek that undertaking. He
volunteered it and I took him at his word.
Obviously that did not happen. I didn’t
stand on my digs. I continue to work for
the Government to the best of my ability in
the interests of the Australian public. And
whilst this country can be improved and
whilst there are still things to be done to
make it better, I intend to give it every
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ounce of energy that I have. I did not ask
Mr McLachlan to relate these matters but
his account is entirely accurate.

And so it was.  What Costello refrained from saying
was that he had not attempted to stop McLachlan
from confirming the details of Milne’s story.
Interviewed on the ABC TV Four Corners program on
18 February 2008, Costello said: “It wasn’t up to me.
It was up to him.”  Costello’s position was that this
was McLachlan’s story and he was not going to stop
him from revealing the content of his note, if this is
what McLachlan wanted to do.

Events reached a crescendo on Tuesday 11 July 2006.
The Sydney Institute is located at 41 Phillip Street -
diagonally across the road from the Commonwealth
Parliament Offices in Sydney.  On Tuesday 11 July
2006, just after 9.30 am, I watched a huge media
scrum follow the Treasurer down Phillip Street and
into the CPO where a Cabinet meeting was
scheduled.  This was the door-stop interview where
Costello (famously) said: “I spoke yesterday and gave
you the full details.  My parents always told me - if
you’ve done nothing wrong, you’ve got nothing to
fear by telling the truth.”

Following the Cabinet meeting, Howard and Costello
met for about half an hour concerning the leadership.
This time, of course, the December 1994 meeting 
was raised.  After the meeting, Howard told the
assembled journalists at around 3.30 pm that he 
would remain as leader and contest the 2007 election.
The next day, Costello accepted his decision. 
The road to the election was set in concrete. Or almost.

THE NO-OPTION OPTION
John Howard’s failure to anticipate Labor’s leadership
change from Beazley to Rudd had left the Liberal
Party with few realistic options.  As the months
progressed through 2007, Rudd Labor remained well
in front in the polls and Howard failed to make any
impact - despite a popular budget and numerous
policy initiatives.  The Prime Minister addressed the
Liberal Party’s Federal Council Gala Dinner on 2
June 2007.  Some delegates and guests observed that
his speech focused more on past achievements than
future goals.  This was the Liberal Party’s essential
problem.  It was not clear why - having achieved his
central aims with respect to such matters as tax
reform, privatisation and industrial relations reform -
Howard wanted another term.

On Friday 1 June 2007 I had appeared with Michael
Costello on Lateline.  Michael Costello had  argued in
The Australian that morning that Peter Costello
might replace Howard as prime minister before the
election.  In reply to a question by presenter Virginia
Trioli, I expressed a long-held view that there “was

reason for change” in the leadership in 2006.
However, I maintained it was now too late because
Howard’s sudden resignation would indicate that the
Liberal Party was in “total panic” and this would
make a Costello led victory most unlikely.  The
Treasurer approached me at the National Council
Gala Dinner and said that he had watched the
Lateline interview.  To my surprise, he said that there
was a chance that his colleagues would ask Howard
to step down before the election.

HOWARD’S DOUBTS
Around this time reports began to emerge that
Howard was beginning to have doubts about the
election and himself.  On 19 July 2007 Dennis
Shanahan reported in The Australian that, at the
previous day’s Cabinet meeting, the Prime Minister
had “bared his throat” and asked his colleagues
whether he was “the problem”.  This report was
contested. But there was no doubt that Howard threw
the switch to agitated in September 2007 - on the eve
of the APEC Leaders Meeting which commenced in
Sydney on 7 September.  

On 4 September Newspoll put Labor ahead of the
Coalition by a massive margin of 59 per cent to 41 per
cent.  Howard met with Downer in the CPO that
morning.  It was at this meeting that Howard set in
place the process which was to lead to a majority of
his Cabinet colleagues expressing the view that it
would be best if he handed over the leadership to
Costello.  It was then that Howard re-defined what he
meant by the mantra that he would remain leader for
as long as his Liberal Party colleagues wanted him to.

Following the meeting at the Prime Minister’s Phillip
Street office, at Howard’s request Downer set about
contacting all the members of the Cabinet to
ascertain if they believed that Howard should
continue to lead them to the election.  It soon
happened that Abbott was involved in a similar
enterprise.

On Wednesday 5 September Tony Abbott sat next to
the ABC board member and Australian columnist
Janet Albrechtsen at a lunch organised by the Liberal
Party’s Forestville Branch in suburban Sydney. She
was the guest speaker.  He was the local Federal MP
for Warringah.  Albrechtsen told Abbott that she was
inclined to write a column for The Australian on the
following Friday arguing that Howard should step
down for Costello.  Abbott begged her to desist. The
columnist said that she would like to talk direct to the
Prime Minister.  On returning to his office, Abbott
phoned Howard and had a long conversation about
the leadership and related matters.  

At the end of the discussion, Howard told Abbott that
he had asked Alexander Downer to take some
soundings about his leadership and that he would be
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happy if Abbott did so as well.  Albrechtsen spoke to
the Prime Minister by phone the following day and
advised him of her intentions.  He listened
courteously but indicated that he would not be
standing down.

Following his conversation with Albrechtsen, Abbott
was inclined to the view that Howard should step down.
He subsequently phoned Downer and Nick Minchin.
Minchin maintained that it was now too late to change
the leadership and that this should have happened
twelve to eighteen months before.  Abbott phoned
Downer and, then, Costello.  The latter advised that he
would certainly accept the job if Howard retired.
Costello gave the same message to Downer. 

Abbott later discussed the issue with two friends - one
of whom he described as a Coalition voter, the other
as a Labor supporter. Both of them expressed the
view that the Coalition would have a better chance
with Howard than Costello. Abbot had flirted with the
idea of a leadership hand-over but changed his mind
following the conversations with his friends.  So he
contacted the Prime Minister again and said that he
should stay in the job.

STORMY SEAS AT THE QUAY GRAND
On Thursday 6 September 2007 Downer convened a
meeting of Cabinet members who were in Sydney. It
was held at his room at the Quay Grand Hotel,
commencing at around 10.30 pm. The Immigration
Minister Kevin Andrews was present and he
compiled the following note soon after the meeting
concluded in the early hours of the following
morning.  It reads as follows:

Thursday 6 September 2007, Quay Grand
Hotel, Sydney, 10.30 pm - 12.30 pm.
Present: Alexander Downer, Philip
Ruddock, Julie Bishop, Joe Hockey,
Malcolm Turnbull, Chris Ellison, Brendan
Nelson, Ian MacFarlane, Kevin Andrews.

Alexander Downer opened the meeting,
which we had been informed about that
afternoon, by thanking us all for attending
and indicating that Tony Abbott and Nick
Minchin, Helen Coonan and Mal Brough
could not be present, but he had spoken to
them. He also reported that he had spoken
to Peter Costello about the matter he
wished to raise. He indicated that he had
had conversations with the Prime Minister
over the past two days. These discussions
had been initiated by John Howard. The
PM had discussed the Coalition’s poor
standing over the course of the year and
had asked whether he (the PM) was the
issue. Hence Downer had called this
meeting, as we were all in Sydney for

APEC. This was done with the PM’s
knowledge.

The discussion was broad ranging. Philip
Ruddock was against any change. Downer
reported that Tony Abbott was of a similar
mind. On the other hand, Joe Hockey and
Malcolm Turnbull were in favour of
immediate change. Hockey argued that
the Bennelong campaign would be a
distraction throughout the campaign for
the PM. Hockey was pessimistic about the
PM’s chances of retaining his seat.

There were very mixed views about the
alternative to Howard, namely, Peter
Costello. Some were of the view that he
would be the best bet, while others were
more sceptical. Some recounted negative
experiences in dealing with the Treasurer.
Downer also indicated that Nick Minchin
was of the view that unless the PM was
prepared to go voluntarily, a change would
not be workable. There was much
discussion about this issue.

Downer summarised the PM’s view: Howard
was prepared to stay and fight, but if the
majority of Cabinet said he should go, then
he would - but on the clear understanding
that Cabinet had taken that position and he
had been requested by his senior
colleagues to stand aside. This was a
sticking point. In the end, we decided that
unless the PM would say that he had
decided to stand down, then there would be
no change. (In my shorthand notes:“Unless
PM says he has decided to go, not on.”) The
meeting broke up about 12.30 am. Downer
indicated he would talk to the PM that day
and report back. I wrote notes of the
meeting after I had walked back to my hotel.

It seems that this note is essentially accurate - with a
few exceptions.  Brough was not phoned by Downer
before the meeting but found out about it the
following day during a discussion with Minchin.  He
thought it was unwise to have held the meeting but
believed that Howard should step down.  Ruddock
maintains that his opposition to the leadership
change was not as strong as presented in Andrews’
note - and that his primary concern was that Howard
should not be publicly dragged down by his
colleagues. The evidence indicates that Ellison was
closest to the Ruddock view and also opposed
leadership change.

Albrechtsen’s article titled “Pass baton to Costello”
appeared in The Australian on Friday 7 September.  It
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caused considerable interest - and was quoted in the
international media.  But if it had any impact on
Howard, this would have been counter-productive.
Howard is a stubborn man and does not react well to
public pressure.  

Albrechtsen’s public humiliation of Howard, while
many world leaders were in Sydney, almost certainly
increased the determination of the Prime Minister
and his wife that he would not be driven from office.
That night Downer met with John Howard and
Janette Howard at Kirribilli House in Sydney to
report on the previous night’s meeting at the Quay
Grand Hotel. Downer discussed the occasion in an
interview on 12 March 2008:

Gerard Henderson: So when you go and
talk to John Howard at Kirribilli House - he
having always said that if the Party
thought he should go, then he would go -
how did he explain his own change of
mind?

Alexander Downer: He said that there were
two things. One was he didn’t want to run
away from a fight. If he left now (as in
then) he would be seen by history as being
a coward who feared losing his seat and
losing the election and wouldn’t stand and
fight. And he wasn’t prepared to do that
and his family felt very strongly about that
as well. Mrs Howard was there and she
made that patently clear: “You can’t ask
him to walk out of a job, after all he’s done,
as a coward.” And the second thing to say
is that it was his view - and he might have
been right about this - that while there was
no basis for optimism about winning, he
believed he was our best chance.

A “PROBABLY” - NOT “CERTAINLY” -
DECISION
On Sunday 9 September Howard advised that he
would remain Liberal leader.  This was confirmed the
following evening when he appeared on Channel 7’s
Today Tonight and declared that he had discussed the
leadership issue with his family and that “they want
me to continue to contribute”.  This interview was to
irritate some of the Prime Minister’s senior
colleagues who believed that it was inconsistent with
his long established mantra that he would remain
Liberal leader for as long as his colleagues, rather
than his family, wanted him to stay in the job. 

On Tuesday 11 September, Howard appeared at a
media conference with Canadian Prime Minister
Stephen Harper and declared: “I have never run from
a fight before and I don’t intend to do so now.”

On Wednesday 12 September, Howard finally decided
that he should stand down as prime minister - at some
time after the 2007 election. One Cabinet minister
recalls a leadership meeting immediately after APEC
where a couple of ministers put the view that, having
decided that the Liberal Party would go to the
election with Howard and Costello in their existing
positions, it was not realistic to continue to leave
Costello in the lurch and that there had to be an
indication that there would be a hand-over during the
next term.  

This was the approach adopted by Tony Blair with
respect to Gordon Brown in the lead-up to the 2005
British election - but this move had previously been
disavowed by Howard.  The minister recalls that the
position was arrived at after a fairly terse discussion
within the leadership group.  

The Liberal Party meeting which had been scheduled
for 11 September was postponed until the following
day to accommodate for Mr Harper’s visit.  Liberal
parliamentarians met alone early in the morning and
they were later joined by National MPs for a Joint
Party Meeting of the Coalition.  John Howard spoke
at length about the leadership issue at the Liberal
Party meeting - but did not repeat his comments
during the subsequent Joint Party meeting.

Howard told his fellow Liberals that he believed that
the leadership had been resolved in 2006. He said
that he had asked Downer recently to canvass the
issue with Cabinet members and that there had been
no disloyalty in the subsequent discussions. He
advised that the matter was now settled and
commented that he wanted to stay as prime minister
until he had completed his program.  Howard said
that time specific longevity declarations mean
nothing. However, he added words to the effect: “If
we win, it will be an orderly transition.”  He went on
to say that he had no doubt that Costello would be his
successor. 

Some Liberal MPs interpreted Howard’s less-than-
explicit comments to mean that, if the government
won, he would step-down before the 2010 election.
Others failed to pick up the message and did not
become aware of the Prime Minister’s decision until
that evening.

Howard’s diffidence in telling the Party Room of his
long-term leadership intentions explains why there
was no leak from the Party Room - and why only one
journalist obtained the story for the evening news,
apparently with the consent of the Prime Minister’s
Office.

On the Channel 9 News on Wednesday 12 September,
Laurie Oakes reported that the Prime Minister had
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decided that he “won’t serve another full term….if he
wins the election” and would “quit politics as soon as
his election program is implemented”. Howard had
planned to elaborate on his decision during a pre-
arranged interview with Tracey Grimshaw on
Channel 9’s A Current Affair program - but she was
unaware of Oakes’ report and did not raise the issue
with Howard.  So the Prime Minister’s Office hastily
set up an interview with Kerry O’Brien on that
evening’s 7.30 Report - where Howard volunteered a
statement about his political future:

Can I just say something about it? I’ve given
a lot of thought to this, and my position to
the next election, and this is what I’ll be
telling the Australian people is, is very
simple. If the Australian people are good
enough and kind enough to re-elect me
again, there are a lot of things I want to do,
and I would want to approach those things
with enormous energy. But I would expect
well into my term - and after those things
have been implemented and battered
down - I would probably, certainly, form the
view well into my term, that it makes sense
for me to retire. And in those circumstances,
I would expect - although it would be a
matter for the Party to determine if - Peter
would take over.

As the transcript indicates, Howard’s performance
was uncharacteristically nervous.  More significantly,
he had trouble actually announcing his pre-
determined position to step down well into his next
term.  Hence the reluctant use of the word “certainly”
immediately after the manifestly inadequate
“probably”. The 7.30 Report interview was the first
occasion on which some of Howard’s colleagues
became aware of his intention to hand-over the
Liberal Party leadership - at an unspecified date
before the 2010 election.

I had never expected Howard to retire before the
2001 or 2004 elections even though I thought there
was a case for a leadership handover on both
occasions.  But I believed it was possible - perhaps
even likely - that he would retire before the 2007
election. However, I came to the view that the leaking
of the McLachlan note had made such an eventuality
unlikely, if not impossible - since Howard was never
going to be driven out of the job.  Yet, when watching
his performance on the 7.30 Report, I realised that I
had been mistaken and that Howard had never really
intended to resign before the 2007 election. If
Howard had so much trouble announcing that he
would probably/certainly step down in mid-term if he
won in 2007 - even after he had reluctantly come to
this decision at a time of crisis - then it was most
unlikely that he would have voluntarily quit when he

felt that he could win.  This was all the more so since
in 2005 and 2006 there was widescale support within
the parliamentary and organisational wings of the
Liberal Party for Howard to stay on.  This position
was supported by large parts of the business
community - led by BHP Billiton chairman Don
Argus.

COSTELLO’S NUMBERS
There has been considerable criticism of the fact that
Costello never challenged Howard for the leadership.
The fact is that he never had the numbers. Downer
maintains that Costello’s support at any time was “20,
22, max. 25”.  This view is not seriously contested
within the Liberal Party.  In view of this, the only way
for a leadership hand-over to be implemented was for
Howard to step down. Yet the fact is that before the
commencement of 2007 only one Liberal had told
Howard he should quit.  Just one. And that was
Costello himself - on a number of occasions but
specifically and directly in 2003 and again in 2006.

THE NEW DISSENTERS - TURNBULL,
HOCKEY, BROUGH AND ROBB
Around the middle of 2007, Turnbull - who had not
favoured a leadership change in 2006 - let Howard
know that he believed he should step down but also
indicated that this was Howard’s call.  Turnbull then
believed that if the Prime Minister did not want to go
there was no way he could be pushed. 

At the time of the leadership crisis, during the APEC
Leaders Meeting, Brough and Hockey advocated that
Howard should step down. The former phoned
Howard during the early evening of Friday 7
September; the latter on the night of Sunday 9
September. Both discussions were courteous and
professional.  However, at the end of the
conversation, Hockey came to the conclusion that
Howard never had any real intention of handing over
to Costello.  In other words, in 2007 only three
Cabinet members told Howard directly that he
should quit in favour of Costello - Turnbull, followed
by Brough, followed by Hockey.

There was one other advocate of this position in the
outer ministry - in addition, of course, to Christopher
Pyne who was widely regarded as a Costello
supporter.  Andrew Robb had initially opposed any
pre-election change-over - believing that the issue had
been settled in July 2006.  However, he was dismayed
by Howard’s revelation on the 7.30 Report that, if re-
elected, he would not see out a full term.  He found
that Howard’s supporters within the Liberal Party’s
branches in his electorate of Goldstein had shifted
their support to Costello, once they knew that
Howard would retire mid-term.  
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So Robb arranged a meeting with Howard at The
Lodge in Canberra on the evening of Sunday 16
September 2007 and argued the case for leadership
change. Robb explained his position in an interview
on 12 March 2008:

Gerard Henderson: I just thought by the
time you got to August/September it was
too late. Maybe I was wrong.

Andrew Robb: It could well have been. We
don’t know. But my view is, with these
things, if you’re heading for a train wreck -
do something. You might still have a train
wreck but you’ve got nothing to lose…

GH: What did John Howard say to that
logic when you told him?

AR: Well, he spent thirty minutes telling
me why Peter couldn’t win - he had more
show of winning than Peter. And I found
none of it compelling…. I spent thirty
minutes putting my case and he spent
thirty minutes responding. And that was
it. And then I said, “Well, I think you’re
wrong and I’m going to talk to your
colleagues.” He said: “So you’re asking me
to step aside?”. And I said: “No, I wouldn’t
do that.You’re not going to resign because
it would look like you’re running away.Your
colleagues have to ask you to leave.That’s
the only way it’s going to happen - not give
you the discretion”. And I said: “I’ll talk to
your colleagues tomorrow”. Basically, that
was it.

Robb recalls that on the Monday there was a lot of
interest in his proposal among his ministerial
colleagues.  But it dissipated the following day when
the Coalition’s position improved in the Newspoll -
from 41 per cent to 45 per cent. 

NICK MINCHIN’S POSITION
Then there was the case of Nick Minchin, Leader of
the Government in the Senate. Interviewed, after the
election, by Virginia Trioli on ABC Radio 702 on
Monday 26 November, he said that he had believed
that Howard should have stepped down in March
2006 - on the tenth anniversary of the Coalition’s
election. He did not clarify Trioli’s assumption that
Minchin had communicated his view direct to
Howard.  

On 27 November 2007 The Age reported that, well
before the 2007 election, Minchin had told Howard
that he needed to go. Howard phoned Minchin and
reminded him that he had never spoken to him about
the leadership succession.  Minchin subsequently

said this was a misreport and that, while he had
believed that Howard should step down, he did not
tell him so directly. Rather, he spoke to Downer and
Arthur Sinodinos (Howard’s chief-of-staff), and asked
them to tell the Prime Minister of his position. As
Minchin put it in an interview on 19 March 2008:

I always take the view that you need to
determine how best you achieve your
objectives. And it did not seem to me that
the objective would be best served by me
just confronting John Howard. I took the
view that the objective would certainly not
be achieved if I couldn’t persuade his two
chief advisers, lieutenants, comrades -
Downer and Sinodinos - of the virtues of
this course of action. If I couldn’t
persuade them, it was all over. I knew John
would not want to go, that he would resist
advice of this kind…  Our relationship
wasn’t as strong as it might’ve been at the
point. I was worried if I just confronted
him he’d see me as a flag-waver for
Costello and dig in. John Howard, that’s
one of his virtues, he digs in when
confronted. So it seemed to me that my
best role was to convince those closest to
him, much closer than me, of the virtues of
this course of action. And, regrettably, I
wasn’t able to do that.

Howard and Minchin had had a difficult relationship
for some years.  The Prime Minister believed that the
Senator was too close to the Liberal Party right-wing
and he resented the fact that this group had denied
pre-selection to the able Senator John Tierney and
replaced him with Concetta Fierravanti-Wells. For his
part, Minchin maintains that he did not have such
influence over the New South Wales right.

Sinodinos does not recall such a conversation with
Minchin in late 2005 or early 2006 but maintains that
Minchin expressed the view to him that Howard
should retire in early 2007 - after Sinodinos had
stepped down as the Prime Minister’s chief-of-staff.
This message was not passed on since Sinodinos
believed that the Liberal Senate Leader should
communicate any such message to the Prime
Minister direct.  

It is not clear whether Downer passed on Minchin’s
view to Howard. He believes that he definitely would
have told Howard of Minchin’s position.  Howard is of
a different view.  Howard certainly does not recall
being advised of Minchin’s position at any time
before 2007.

John Howard: Nick Minchin never
approached me.
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Gerard Henderson: But he said he spoke
to…

JH: My recollection is that he may have
spoken to Arthur [Sinodinos] very late in
the piece. But he never spoke to me. And,
quite frankly, with something like that, you
don’t speak to the Prime Minister’s chief-
of-staff. You talk to the Prime Minister….

GH: But he did speak to Alexander
Downer.

JH: Well, I mean, I don’t know.

GH: Did Downer pass that on, do you
recall?

JH: No. He certainly didn’t pass it on in
2005 and 2006.

GH: So Downer didn’t speak to you around
that time.

JH: No.Well, he did. I mean Downer wanted
me to stay.

GH: Yes, that’s true. But he didn’t pass on
a message that Minchin wanted you to go?

JH: I don’t recall that.

It is not as if Minchin specifically asked Downer to
raise the leadership issue with Howard and that
Downer sought an appointment for his purpose.
Rather, in late 2005 or early 2006, Minchin simply
expressed the view to Downer on a number of
occasions - and assumed that Downer would take the
matter directly and unequivocally to Howard.  The
problem with this tactic was that, in late 2005/early
2006, Downer was of the view that Howard should not
rush to a decision but should wait and see what the
future offered.

COONAN’S REGICIDE REJECTION
Liberal Senate Deputy Leader Helen Coonan admired
Costello and was loyal to Howard.  Her position
epitomised the impasse in which the Liberal Party
found itself.  Howard would not depart voluntarily
and it was all very late. As Coonan told me on 19
March 2008:

Helen Coonan: It was more a timing issue
and, you know, what are the practical
implications?  So it was the principle of a
regicide that really bothered me. And the
second thing was the practical side of how
you’ll do it all.

Gerard Henderson: When you look back -
in retrospect on it now was it a mistake of
John Howard’s not to step down?

HC: Look I think it played a significant part
in us looking like we were out of puff and
we’d run our race. I think it did really. It
made us look like we were there for an
eternity - the fact that we comprehensively
mishandled a transition and how we would
go forward and how we’d mark out an
agenda for a new term. So it all just
stymied. And it got stymied, in my view,
because I do think the PM had largely
implemented his agenda and I think Labor
had very successfully, with all sorts of
slogans and perceptions, managed to
mark him out as someone who couldn’t
move off his old settings into the new
world of climate issues and technology….
So it fed into the perception that we’d run
our race.

JOHN HOWARD’S LAST STAND
When Downer met the Howards on the evening of
Friday 7 September 2007 he advised the Prime
Minister of what he believed a majority of his
colleagues had decided the previous evening. As he
put it to me:

It wasn’t a consensus. The majority of
them thought that we were going to lose
and he would lose his seat and the public
weren’t listening to John Howard at all
anymore - they were over him and they’d
just tuned out…  The vast majority of them
thought that we were going to lose and
there was nothing John Howard could do
to turn it around and on balance, but with
a lot of reservations, it might be better if
Costello took over. Although we could do
worse with Costello there was also a
possibility that we could do a lot better
depending on how he went in the
transition - which is what there’d be.

But Downer’s request, on behalf of a majority of 
his Cabinet colleagues, failed because the Prime
Minister was not prepared to resign his office - 
but only to be driven from it.  As Howard put it
to me:

My position, Gerard, was that if my senior
colleagues were, as a group, prepared to
“own” a request for me to go, I’d have
gone. But I was not going to, out of the
blue, go - because I didn’t think that would
have produced a different result and that I
would have rightly been criticised for
cowardice. …What I, in effect, was saying
to them was: “Look, if as a group you’re
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going to say to me we think it’s in the
Party’s interest that you go, well I’d go”.
But if they’re not sufficiently sure of that,
not willing to do that, I wasn’t going to be
in a situation where I went, they say “Oh
well this is a big surprise but we’ll have to
do our best.” Peter takes over and we lose
the election. There would have been
justifiable criticism of me for cowardice
and I wasn’t going to accept that.

Howard discussed his position with his wife Janette
and adult children Melanie, Timothy and Richard.
But it would be inaccurate to believe that Janette, or
the children, decided the issue for him.  Howard
always made his own decisions and resents the fact
that there has been an over-emphasis of the role of
his family in his final decision:

John Howard: Can I say I’m staggered at
the emphasis that’s put on the fact that I
talked to my family. Maybe I should never
have disclosed the fact that I discussed
things with my family. But I’d taken it as
read that you talk about important things
affecting you with your family.

Gerard Henderson: But here I want to be
fair to both sides. And the criticism from
some people is you said you would do
what the Party wanted you to and then…

JH: My answer to that is that the Party
never told me what it wanted me to do. I
mean, individual members and junior
ministers even in September [2007] were
ringing me saying: “We don’t want you to
go.” But what I put to Downer was a very
simple proposition that if, as a collective,
the senior members came to me - and I
actually in conversation used the analogy
of that group that went to see [Bob] Hawke
[in 1991] - came to see me, I’d have
responded to that. Because they’d have
been “owning” the request. But what I
didn’t want was a situation where I resign
and people say “Oh it’s his decision but
we’ll make the best of it” and we lose the
election and I’m regarded as a coward. I
wasn’t going to do that.

GH: Is it true that you thought you couldn’t
win at the end?

JH: Well, certainly in September, I was
certainly feeling pessimistic. Yeah, I was
feeling quite pessimistic. Because the
polls had been so relentlessly consistent.

PETER COSTELLO’S REALISATION
Howard’s position was understandable. The same can
be said for Costello. Costello had handled Howard
badly by confronting him publicly in July 2006 and in
2007 speaking indiscreetly on-the-record to
Errington and van Onselen and (supposedly) off-the-
record to journalists Michael Brissenden, Paul Daley
and Tony Wright who subsequently revealed details
of their conversation with the Treasurer.  But
Costello’s exasperation was driven by Howard’s
indecision and by the fact that he no longer believed
Howard would retire. This was evident when, four
months after the election defeat, I raised the matter
with the (now) Liberal backbencher, as to how it
came about that Howard finally had agreed that he
would step down some time after an election victory.

Gerard Henderson: How did you get to
that formula that he would say that he
would lead to the election and step down
after?

Peter Costello: Well by this stage, Gerard,
he’d been told that with the exception of,
say, Tony Abbott everybody at the Cabinet
thought he should go. And this had now
become more or less public. Howard had
asked his Cabinet - should be go or should
he stay?  And his Cabinet had said: “You
should go.” I just thought it was a doubly
untenable position now, now that it was
known. He’d raised it; he’d invited it; he’d
got this view.

GH: So, did he discuss this with you?  Was
it discussed at Cabinet

PC: Look, it was discussed. Now the
public knew that his own Cabinet had told
him to go - the idea that not only he was
going to stay, but that he was going to stay
for another three years was ridiculous. So
he decided that he would have to make it
clear that he wasn’t going to stay the full
three years. Nobody thought he was going
to, anyway.

Costello observed the trouble experienced by
Howard in getting out his (eventual) retirement
message on 7.30 Report. Moreover, he noted that
during the election campaign, the Prime Minister had
spoken about serving an additional year-and-a-half -
then a couple of years. As Costello reflected: “As the
campaign wore on, the departure was getting further
and further extended.”  Howard had never reconciled
himself to life outside Kirribilli House and The Lodge
- and Costello knew it. 
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WHAT IF?
In the end John Howard simply ran out of steam.  In
its last term, the Coalition’s stances on WorkChoices,
Australia’s commitment in Iraq, climate change and
broadband technology were unpopular.  Yet, beyond
that, the Prime Minister looked old - and his age was
emphasised on the evening news due to his
insistence on taking a morning walk, which proved to
be a ready picture opportunity for television crews
and the print media.  A further problem turned on the
fact that, as he sought a fifth term, Howard no longer
had a simple, sellable message about why he should
be re-elected.  He had run out of time. But,
stubbornly, he refused to recognise the reality. 

If Costello had replaced Howard in early 2006 it is
impossible to say what would have been the political
outcome.  Certainly Costello would have taken the
essentially symbolic steps of ratifying the Kyoto
Agreement and apologising to Aborigines who had
been separated from a parent or parents a generation
or more ago.  Also, it is impossible to predict how
Labor would have responded to a Costello
Government and, in particular, whether it would have
replaced Beazley with Rudd.  

In early 2006 Rudd, despite his evident ability and
popular appeal, remained unliked within the Labor
Caucus.  He prevailed against Beazley in December
2006 because a majority of his parliamentary
colleagues thought they had no choice.  Who knows?
It may be that Labor might have kept Beazley as
leader in the belief that he could defeat Costello. And
it may be that this judgment could have proved
incorrect and that Costello could have won in 2007
against Beazley.  Or, perhaps, even against Rudd.
Again, who knows?

Senior ALP figures believe that Rudd could have
defeated Costello. But they concede that he would
have been a more difficult target than Howard and
that Labor’s strategy - essentially based on the theme
that Australians should replace a 68 year-old prime
minister with a man, full of new ideas, who was just 50
- would have had to be substantially re-worked.
Whatever the outcome, the legacy of the Howard
Government would have been different.

LIBERAL LEGACIES - HOWARD,
FRASER AND MENZIES
John Howard, along with the politically conservative
Stanley Melbourne Bruce, are the only incumbent
prime ministers to lose their seats.  In 1929 Bruce lost
a safe conservative seat which he regained in 1931.
Howard lost a marginal Liberal seat on a swing to
Labor’s Maxine McKew which reflected the swing
against the Coalition in New South Wales.

Nevertheless, Howard’s defeat in Bennelong
tarnished his record.  

Beyond that, the Howard Government’s economic
legacy will prevail.  The Prime Minister and Peter
Costello oversaw the move from budget deficits to
surpluses and abolished the Commonwealth
Government’s net debt.  The Howard Government
instituted substantial tax and industrial relations
reforms and privatised Telstra and the
Commonwealth Employment Service (leading to the
establishment of the job network). It also created
greater contestability - or competition - within the
health and education systems. And Costello
enshrined in legislation the independence of the
Reserve Bank of Australia to determine monetary
policy.  All this occurred within a time-span where
economic growth favoured those on low incomes and
unemployment fell to around four per cent.  Despite
his efforts, Howard had little impact on what have
been termed the culture wars - for example, the
ABC’s fashionable leftist culture was all but
untouched.  However, the Howard Government’s
appointments to the High Court are likely to have a
long-term beneficial effect in at least slowing the
growth of judicial activism.

In other words, Howard and Costello were able to
achieve what Fraser and Howard were not able to do
in the previous Liberal government - i.e. introduce
and sustain change.  As Patrick Weller documented
in his book Malcolm Fraser PM, the “Fraser cabinet
took about 19,350 decisions”. For all that, little
change - still less reform - was achieved.  When it
was, Howard was usually involved.  He was the
relevant minister when the Fraser Government
outlawed secondary boycotts in industrial relations -
thus preventing Union-C taking action against
Employer-A who was in an industrial dispute with
Union-B.  This was the only significant industrial
relations reform of the Fraser years.  Howard was
treasurer when the Fraser Government introduced
the tender system for the sale of Treasury notes in
1979 and Treasury bonds three years later.  As Ian
Macfarlane pointed out in his 2006 Boyer Lectures
The Search for Stability: “This change to the method
of selling government securities was a major reform,
which has not been accorded the recognition it
deserves.  It was second only in importance to the
float of the Australian dollar in 1983”. Certainly, the
Fraser Government restored stability after the erratic
three years of Gough Whitlam. But, beyond that, it
left little legacy.

And then there was Menzies.  Menzies’ key political
achievement was to create the Liberal Party of
Australia out of numerous disparate conservative
parties and organisations. He both believed in and
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The book makes an important contribution to
Australian politics. Many of the essays are original
and first-rate. It will likely remain a standard
reference on school and university reading lists for
years to come.  It is unfortunate, therefore, that
things have turned out the way they have. In many
ways, the last two chapters tell us more about
Michelle Grattan’s view of the world than they do
about John Howard’s or Kevin Rudd’s. The book’s
claims to be “authoritative” are correspondingly
reduced. 

The chapter on John Howard is not without merit.
Clear prose and considerable breadth – trademark
Grattan strengths – are there in abundance. And her
summary judgment of the former prime minister–
that “circumstances, his own energy and his passion
for politics prevented him from walking away from a
career that would have been judged better if it had
ended a little earlier” – is a fair cop. Yet for the serious
student of Australian politics – anyone actually
interested in understanding Howard and his
government – the overall result is disappointing. 

Early on, aware of where she is heading, Grattan
gives herself a free kick. “Inevitably,” she writes, “the
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implemented political reform.  As prime minister
during the 1950s and first half of the 1960s, Menzies’
prime contribution lay in what he did not do.  Namely,
he declined to take Australia down the path of
nationalised industries and the cradle-to-grave
welfare state - which had been followed by both
Britain and New Zealand.

Menzies and Howard are entitled to be regarded as
the Liberal Party’s most significant leaders.  The
former showed better judgment than the latter
because he realised that there was a time to go - even
though he remained in office until age 71 - and
arranged a transition to Holt, who led the Coalition to
an all-time winning election margin in December
1966.  As Costello commented in August 2005, when
launching Tom Frame’s biography The Life and
Death of Harold Holt, “the succession of Holt to the
leadership…gave the Liberal Party an opening to
modernise in response to changing social and
economic factors at work in Australia”.  Costello was
not given such an opportunity.

When I worked for John Howard between January
1984 and December 1986, I noticed that he was, at
times, indecisive.  This appears to have also been the
case when he was a minister in the Fraser
Government. By the time Howard became prime
minister, this indecision was gone.  It was replaced, at
times, by a determination not to make decisions until
they had to be made.  For much of his time as prime
minister, this tactic worked well.  Yet it was
inconsistent with the resolution of an orderly
leadership succession.

Unlike Menzies, Howard never made an unequivocal
decision to leave.  He failed to take account of
Costello’s understandable frustrations.  And Costello
failed to realise that public provocations of Howard
would be counter-productive.  The Liberal Party’s
structure failed in that there was no one ready - or
able - to negotiate between the Leader and the
Deputy Leader. Howard’s principal political failure
was not to learn from Menzies on leadership
succession.  His immediate error was to fail to
anticipate that Kevin Rudd might become Labor
leader.  The wisdom evident near Myall Creek in
early 1983 had deserted John and Janette Howard
two decades later.

❖ ❖ ❖

This article will be printed in a collection of essays -
edited by Peter van Onselen - which will be published by
MUP in late 2008.


